
Joboffer dated from 08/23/2021

Graphic Designer (m/w/d)

Field: Art / Layout / Illustration

Type of employment: Full-time

Entry date: immediately

Zip Code / Place: 91052 Erlangen

Country: Germany

Company data

Company: GIANTS Software

Entertainment GmbH

Street adress: Nägelsbachstr., 33

Zip Code / Place: 91052 Erlangen

Contact Person

Name: Petra Erlbacher

Position: HR Manager

Street adress: Nägelsbachstr., 33

Zip Code / Place: 91052 Erlangen

E-mail: jobs@giants-software.com

Job description

GIANTS Software is one of the most successful game developers in

Europe, with offices in Zürich, Switzerland, Erlangen, Germany, Brno,

Czech Republic and Chicago, USA. It is well known for its “Farming

Simulator” series, a worldwide best-selling game and real-time

simulation, for many years.

Job Description

To strengthen our marketing team, we are looking for a
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Graphic Designer (m/w/d)

 

based in Erlangen, Germany.

You will contribute to the creation of promotional material (online and print).

You will create as well a variety of 2D assets for the game.

 

Qualifications

What qualification and skills do we expect from you?

· You have a bachelor’s degree or equivalent experience in the creative field

· You are proficient in Adobe Photoshop, InDesign and Illustrator

· You have a fleshed out understanding of color, style, iconography, typography and visual

hierarchies

· You can work timely within constraints but also self-dependent

· You have a proven ability to prioritize, manage multiple assignments at once and meet

deadlines.

· You have great communication skills and are able to keep the team up to date with your

work

· You are able to communicate with others in English

What would be a plus?

· You are passionate about video games and an enthusiastic gamer yourself

· A basic knowledge of web design, HTML/CSS or UI/UX design

· You have previous experience in gaming industry

· You speak German

· You have a background in farming / have been working in a company related to farming /

are very interested in farming
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Additional information

What do we offer?

Variety: A challenging job and exciting projects with plenty of room for creativity and

innovative ideas Work-life balance: Flexible working hours Great working atmosphere: Flat

hierarchies and everyone at eye level. Personal development: Individual opportunities for

professional advancement, tailored to your needs and wishes Modern workplace: Office in a

top location with good public transport connections Security: Permanent employment

contract, attractive salary and bonuses

Extras: Drinks, snacks and fruit are of course free in our company

 

Candidates must provide a resume and a portfolio or references to be considered for the

position. Applications without portfolio or cover letter will be ignored.
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